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We examine how firms can create word of mouth peer influence and social contagion by 
incorporating viral features into their products. Word of mouth is generally considered to more 
effectively promote peer influence and contagion when it is personalized and active. Unfortunately, 
econometric identification of peer influence is non-trivial. We therefore use a randomized field 
experiment to test the effectiveness of passive-broadcast and active-personalized viral messaging 
capabilities in creating peer influence and social contagion among the 1.4 million friends of 9,687 
experimental users. Surprisingly, we find that passive-broadcast viral messaging generates a 246% 
increase in local peer influence and social contagion, while adding active-personalized viral 
messaging only generates an additional 98% increase in contagion. Although active-personalized 
messaging is more effective per message and is correlated with more user engagement and product 
use, it is used less often and therefore generates less total peer adoption in the network than 
passive-broadcast messaging.  
 
Keywords:  Peer Influence, Social Contagion, Social Networks, Viral Marketing, Randomized 
Experiment. 
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Introduction 
It is widely believed that social contagion and word of mouth (WOM) “buzz” about products drive product adoption 
and sales (Garber et al. 2004; Van den Bulte and Joshi 2007; Manchanda et al. 2008; Nam et al. 2009). Academic 
interest in the subject has recently exploded and managers are increasingly relying on “network” and “viral” 
marketing strategies to maximize returns to marketing investments (Hill et al. 2006). If firms can proactively 
manage WOM communication and viral buzz, they may be able to engineer the viral spread of their products to 
achieve wide spread adoption (Mayzlin 2006; Godes and Mayzlin 2009). Yet, although both managerial interest and 
academic research in this area are expanding dramatically, two dimensions critical to the success or failure of viral 
marketing efforts have been systematically understudied in the WOM literature – viral product design and the 
econometric identification of peer influence. We simultaneously address both of these topics by conducting a large 
scale randomized field experiment to test whether viral product features create peer influence and social contagion 
around a new commercial Facebook application. Our work applies lessons from the information systems literature 
and IT product design and testing to the problem of how to create effective proactive viral marketing online. 
Viral product design – the process of explicitly engineering products so they are more likely to be shared amongst 
peers – has existed at least since the first chain letter was sent in 1888.1 Today, many IT-enabled products and 
services firms attempt to design their products with features that make them likely to be virally shared among 
friends, family, colleagues, and acquaintances. For example, when Hotmail launched its free web-based email 
service in 1996, they designed a viral feature into the product by placing the following link and text as an embedded 
footer at the bottom of every email: “Get your private, free email at http://www.hotmail.com.” Each time a user sent 
an email, they passively and automatically advertised the service to the recipients. The information in the text of the 
footer facilitated the viral spread of awareness of the product, while the hypertext link facilitated the viral sharing of 
the product by providing each recipient a path to product adoption. Today the market is replete with products that 
have been engineered to ‘go viral’ with mixed results. Companies like Facebook technically enable users to ‘invite 
their friends’ to join the service through personalized referrals. When Google launched its Gmail service, personal 
referrals from other users were the only way one could obtain a Gmail account, creating an impression of exclusivity 
that Google hoped, when combined with a pervasive awareness campaign, would entice new users to demand the 
service from their friends. Today, when someone sends a Gmail message, an automated, pop-up hyperlink enables 
them to invite the recipient to join Gmail, but only if their email address is not already a Gmail address or if their 
non-Gmail address is not already known to be affiliated with an existing Gmail address, incorporating the sender’s 
judgment into targeting the referral process. Automated notifications are another viral design feature which inform 
peers of a user’s activity or use of a product. For example, automated notifications on LinkedIn build product 
awareness among peers and encourage users to return to the site to see what their contacts have been doing recently, 
while automated notifications sent from Facebook applications encourage friends of current application users to 
become aware of, interested in and to eventually adopt the application themselves. 
Although some recent work examines firms’ proactive management of customer-to-customer communication for the 
purpose of creating WOM buzz and the viral spread of products, most of this work is focused on managing 
conversations about existing products rather than on proactively designing products to be viral (Mayzlin 2006; 
Godes and Mayzlin 2009). While a nascent literature addresses dimensions of viral product design that deal with 
inherent product characteristics (e.g. what makes a viral video ‘go viral’ or what makes a new story likely to be the 
‘most emailed’ amongst peers) (Berger and Milkman 2009; Stephen and Berger 2009; Berger and Heath 2005; 
Phelps et al. 2004; Heath et al. 2001), less attention has been paid to firms’ use of viral product features to engineer 
virality (e.g. building messaging, hyperlinked embedding or automated referral and notification capabilities directly 
into products). Viral product features are fundamentally different in that they incorporate new modalities of product 
use into the design of a product to directly facilitate a) the sharing of the product or b) the peer-to-peer transfer of 
awareness about the product. To address this gap between theory and practice, we empirically evaluate the peer 
influence and social contagion effects of incorporating viral features into a product’s design. 
Evaluating the effects of such product design decisions on social contagion is difficult however because the 
econometric identification of peer influence is non-trivial. As has been noted in economics, marketing and 
information systems literature, peer effects and WOM are typically endogenous (Manski 1993; Godes and Mayzlin 
                                                          
1 This earliest known example of a chain letter seems to have originated as a part of a philanthropy effort initiated by four women 
in New Hampshire: http://www.silcom.com/~barnowl/chain-letter/evolution.html. 
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2004, 2009; Aral et al. 2009). While the spread of product adoption may correlate with WOM interactions between 
peers, simultaneity in the relationship between sales and WOM (Godes and Mayzlin 2004), bias from omitted 
variables such as advertising or inherent product quality (Van den Bulte and Lilien 2001; Godes and Mayzlin 2004), 
homophily in the preferences of linked peers (Aral et al. 2009), population heterogeneity (Thirtle and Ruttan 1987; 
Bemmaor 1994; Van den Bulte and Lilien 2001), truncation of observed data (Van den Bulte and Iyengar 2010), and 
other exogenous contextual effects (Manski 1993) could also explain such correlations. Although several 
identification strategies have been proposed, it is widely believed that randomized trials are the most effective way 
to obtain unbiased estimates of peer effects. 
We therefore designed and conducted a randomized field experiment testing the effectiveness of two of the most 
widely used viral product features – personalized referral and automated notification – in creating peer influence and 
social contagion among the 1.4 million friends of 9,687 experimental users of Facebook.com. This is, to our 
knowledge, the largest randomized trial of peer influence ever conducted. The experiment utilizes a customized 
commercial Facebook application to observe user behavior, communications traffic and the peer influence effects of 
randomly enabled viral messaging capabilities on application diffusion in the local networks of experimental and 
control population users. By enabling and disabling the different viral features among randomly selected application 
users, we are able to obtain relatively unbiased causal estimates of the impact of ‘turning on’ a given viral feature on 
the adoption rates of peers in the local networks of adopters. As we record detailed click stream data we are also 
able to explore the underlying mechanisms by which viral features inspire adoption among peers.  
Results show that viral product design features generate econometrically identifiable peer influence and social 
contagion effects. Features that require more activity on the part of the user and are more personalized to recipients 
create greater marginal increases in the likelihood of adoption per message, but generate fewer total messages, 
creating countervailing effects on peer influence. On average, passive-broadcast viral messaging capabilities, which 
are less personalized but also require less user effort, generate a 246% increase in local peer influence and contagion 
effects over a baseline model in which viral messaging is disabled. Adding active-personalized viral messaging 
capabilities, which are more personalized but require more effort, generates an additional 98% increase in peer 
influence and contagion above the passive-broadcast model. Analysis shows network externalities drive a viral 
feedback loop that accelerates contagion. These results shed light on how viral products can be designed to generate 
social contagion and how randomized trials can be used to identify peer influence effects in social networks. 
Theory and Literature 
WOM, Peer Influence and Viral Marketing 
Early work by Katz and Lazersfled (1955) inspired great interest in how WOM can drive consumer choice and 
public opinion, and studies by Coleman et al. (1966), Griliches (1957), Arndt (1967) and Engel et al. (1969) 
corroborated the importance of peer influence in the diffusion of medical innovations, hybrid corn, food products 
and diagnostic devices for automobiles. Geographic correlations in aggregate sales data over time support inferences 
about the importance of WOM and the coefficient of imitation for product diffusion (Garber et al. 2004; Bell and 
Song 2007; Van den Bulte and Stremersch 2004; Manchanda et al. 2008). The importance of awareness and 
influence propagation through WOM communication are also supported by survey data on individuals’ participation 
in WOM behaviors (Bowman and Narayandas 2001). These data demonstrate correlations among personal 
recommendations (Reingen and Kernan 1986; Brown and Reingen 1987; Bowman and Narayandas 2001), online 
buzz (Godes and Mayzlin 2004), social network referrals (Reingen and Kernan 1986) and the diffusion of products 
and services from piano tuning to medical devices (Brown and Reingen 1987; Van den Bulte and Lilien 2001). 
Evidence on the importance of WOM and its correlation with product sales and diffusion have led researchers to 
examine how firms might create broad, systematic propagation of WOM through consumer populations. Godes and 
Mayzlin (2009) refer to “endogenous WOM” and “exogenous WOM” to distinguish naturally occurring 
conversations among consumers from WOM communications ‘created as a result of firms’ actions.’ Evidence from 
their field test demonstrates the effectiveness of firm initiated buzz marketing, in which paid “agents” spread the 
word about products, generating exogenous WOM conversations where “none would have naturally occurred 
otherwise.” (Godes and Mayzlin 2009: 721) Researchers also examine advertising strategies that target those 
individuals most likely to propagate organic WOM most broadly. A long line of research suggests “influentials” 
drive product diffusion (Katz and Lazersfeld 1955; Merton 1968; Gladwell 2000), although more recent simulation 
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studies suggest that cascades of influence are instead driven by “a critical mass of easily influenced individuals” 
(Watts and Dodds 2007). Influentials are identified by their persuasiveness, expertise, and the size and structure of 
their social networks (Reingen et al. 1984; Gladwell 2000; Goldenberg et al. 2001, 2009; Aral et al. 2009). Once a 
firm identifies whom to target, incentives to spread the word become critical and several studies address 
optimization of profitable referrals (Biyalogorsky et al. 2001; Libai et al. 2003; Ryu and Feick 2007). 
Conspicuously absent from this large literature on viral marketing is work on viral product design. As Berger and 
Milkman (2009: 5) note “macro explanations for diffusion … tend to ignore how individual level processes 
influence what gets shared … Focusing on network structure … and on the influence of special people provides little 
insight into why certain cultural items become viral while others do not … Brown and Reingen (1987) note that “an 
enhanced understanding of social influence processes in consumer behavior may simply be obtained by examining 
which products or services consumers are more likely to “talk about.” (p.361), yet little empirical work has 
answered this call.” A small but growing literature has begun to examine the characteristics of content that make 
certain products viral. For example, Berger and Milkman (2009) find that awe-inspiring news stories that are 
practically useful, surprising, positive or affect-laden are more likely to make it into the New York Times “most 
emailed articles” list, and Heath et al.(2001) show that disgusting urban legends are more likely to be shared. This 
work extends a much larger and more general literature on the characteristics of products or innovations that 
influence collective adoption or diffusion (e.g. Rogers 2003). We complement and extend this work by proposing 
that product design features that enable and facilitate sharing and peer influence also contribute to product virality.  
Viral Product Design 
Can firms engineer products so they are more likely to be shared among peers? If so, which product features are 
most effective in inducing peer-to-peer influence in product adoption? We conceptualize viral product design – the 
process of explicitly engineering products so they are more likely to be shared amongst peers – as encompassing the 
incorporation of specific product characteristics and features into a product’s design to generate peer-to-peer 
influence in its adoption process. A product’s viral characteristics are fundamentally about its content and the 
psychological effects content can have on a user’s desire to share it with others (Berger and Milkman 2009; Stephen 
and Berger 2009; Berger and Heath 2005; Phelps et al. 2004; Heath et al. 2001). A product’s viral features on the 
other hand concern modalities of use with respect to sharing. Products may enable communication between users, 
generate automated notifications of each other’s activities, facilitate automated personalized invitations to peers or 
enable hypertext embedding of the product on publicly available websites and weblogs.  
Enabled by both front end user interface features and backend database management technologies, personalized 
referral features enable users to select their friends or contacts from a list and to then invite them to join the service 
with the option to attach a personalized message to the invitation. Facebook users can invite their friends to join the 
social networking site and users can also invite their friends to download and use applications developed for use on 
the site. Gmail users can invite others to use Gmail and several other examples of this type of personalized invitation 
service exist in the marketplace. These services can be automated or require user initiation, can include a generic 
message or can be personalized, and can target contacts who are not currently users of the product or can 
alternatively target current users of a platform such as Facebook to adopt new platform specific applications. 
Another feature is the automated notification triggered by user activity. When a user engages the product or takes an 
action which triggers the product to change the user’s status, these changes can be broadcast as notifications to the 
user’s contacts (whether or not their contacts are current users). For example, when a user of LinkedIn.com joins a 
new group, changes their profile information, connects to a new contact or takes a new job, their contacts are in-
formed via email about the activity. The mobile geographic location service company FourSquare.com notifies users 
when their friends are nearby based on location tracking services that use mobile phone data. Facebook notifies 
friends when a user adopts a new application or achieves some application mile-stone and generally makes users 
aware of their friends’ various activities. Notifications such as these build awareness among friends of new activities 
or products a user is adopting or engaging with and can persuade peers to adopt these activities or products if the 
messages are persuasive of if knowledge of their friend’s engagement with the product is itself persuasive. 
We classify viral features along two dimensions that affect awareness, sharing and preferences: activity and 
personalization. Activity describes the degree to which users must actively initiate the viral feature and ranges from 
‘active’ to ‘passive.’ Active viral features require a user to actively choose to engage in sharing or interacting with 
other users or peers. For example, choosing a subset of one’s friends to invite to use a product is an active choice on 
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the part of the user. Typically, when invites are sent by users to their peers suggesting they adopt a product, the user 
actively chooses which friends to invite and what type of message to send to them as part of the invitation – each of 
these actions requires the user’s judgment and active participation. Passive viral features on the other hand are those 
that generate automated actions on behalf of the user without requiring the active choice of the user to engage those 
actions. For example, features that automatically monitor and broadcast a user’s geographical locations to peers 
without any actions taken by the users themselves (e.g. FourSquare.com), or those that automatically notify peers of 
a user’s activity with regard to the product without any active choice on the part of the user (e.g. Facebook 
notifications), are passive in that users’ judgment and active participation are not required to initiate the notification. 
The space of viral features ranges continuously on the activity dimension from completely passive to highly active. 
Personalization on the other hand describes the degree to which the output of the viral feature is personalized to each 
specific peer or more generally aimed at anyone, ranging from ‘broadcast’ to ‘personalized.’ Broadcast features 
enable engagement with the general population of possible consumers and are not directed specifically toward users’ 
personal contacts, while personalized features enable tailored engagement toward specific peers. For example, the 
hypertext embedding features in YouTube videos, Slide.com slideshows and RockYou widgets target any potential 
customer who sees them on the Web whether they are a friend or acquaintance of the user who posted them or not 
(features we label ‘generalized hypertext embedding’), while Facebook notifications are targeted only at a user’s 
personal social network. Personal referrals are more personalized than Facebook notifications because the user 
chooses a subset of their social network to whom the referral is sent. Referrals can be even more personalized if the 
user chooses to attach a personal note to the referral. The space of viral features ranges continuously along the 
personalization dimension from completely untargeted and not customized (broadcast) to individually targeted and 
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Figure 1: The Viral Product Feature Space 
The viral product feature space has theoretically grounded implications for the likely effects of a given viral feature. 
These effects are denoted by the arrows that describe the gradients in the space pointing upward and to the right and 
downward and to the left. We argue that as features move upward and to the right in the viral product space toward 
active-personalized features like personal referrals and away from passive-broadcast features like automated 
broadcast notifications, their marginal effectiveness in creating peer influence and social contagion (inspiring others 
to adopt the product) will increase. Proactive invitations take time and energy to initiate and users’ must be aware 
they exist to use them, while automated notifications are simply generated by our online activities in the course of 
our normal behavior. However, when individuals take the time and effort to proactively choose to share information 
about products and services with their friends, they tend to choose to activate their strong tie relationships (Frenzen 
and Nakamoto 1993; Stephen and Lehmann 2009). Strong ties exhibit greater homophily (McPherson et al. 2001; 
Jackson 2008), greater pressure for conformity (Coleman 1988), and deeper knowledge about one another. We 
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simply know more about the preferences of our close friends and colleagues than we do about our acquaintances. 
We tend to trust information from close “trusted” sources more (typically our strong embedded ties) (Uzzi 1996), 
and we tend to respond more often to them out of a feeling of responsibility and reciprocity (Emerson 1962). In 
addition, the personalization of messages tends to make them much more effective, especially in online 
environments in which we are constantly bombarded with irrelevant information (Tam and Ho 2005; Dijkstra 2008). 
For these reasons it is likely that more personalized viral messages are more likely to be persuasive and effective 
even though they are less likely to be prevalent.  
In summary, viral features range along the activity dimension of the viral product feature space from active to 
passive and along the personalization dimension from personalized to broadcast. Active-personalized viral features 
are generally considered to be more effective at promoting product contagion because personalized targeted 
messages are thought to be more persuasive. On the other hand, they require more effort which may curtail their use. 
The relative effectiveness of these viral features is ultimately an empirical question. We therefore designed and 
conducted a randomized experiment to estimate the effects of these viral product design features on product 
adoption and use. 
Empirical Methods 
Identification of Peer Influence in Social Networks 
In order to accurately assess the impact of viral marketing or viral product design on product adoption and diffusion, 
it is important to seek econometrically identified parameter estimates of peer influence in the study population. 
Several sources of bias in both cross sectional and longitudinal data on interactions and outcomes among peers, 
including contextual and correlated effects, can confound assessments of peer influence and social contagion. First, 
WOM and product adoption may simply be simultaneously determined. If WOM is a function of sales and sales is 
simultaneously a function of WOM, reduced form estimates of one or the other relationship can be biased. As Godes 
and Mayzlin (2004:546) observe “high WOM today does not necessarily mean higher sales tomorrow. It may just be 
that the firm had high sales yesterday.” Even in longitudinal studies, identification of parameter estimates of these 
types of simultaneous relationships is difficult without exogenous instrumental variables or some other approach 
(Angrist et al.1996; Greene 2003). For this reason, Godes and Mayzlin (2004) are “careful to … avoid any 
suggestions of causality” in their interpretations of parameter estimates. Second, omitted variables such as inherent 
product quality or common contextual effects, such as mass media exposure or marketing, can lead to incorrect 
estimates of peer influence. Van den Bulte and Lilien (2001) show that in Coleman et al’s (1966) seminal study of 
the diffusion of medical innovations, omission of data on marketing efforts led to overestimates of peer influence 
and social contagion. In fact, they find that when marketing is controlled for “contagion effects disappear.” Third, 
homophily can explain the clustering of product adoption decisions among socially connected peers (Aral et al. 
2009). Individuals tend to choose friends with similar preferences (McPherson et al. 2001; Jackson 2008), and this 
assortativity on preferences can create clustering in product adoption decisions among peers even if these decisions 
are solely the result of individuals’ preferences for the product rather than peer influence. Finally, if decision 
relevant factors change over time in heterogeneous populations of consumers, the positive relationship between the 
likelihood of adoption and the prevalence of prior adoption in one’s local network – typically interpreted as evidence 
of social contagion – can be spurious (Van den Bulte and Lilien 2001). For example if a product’s price drops over 
time and customers’ willingness to pay is normally distributed, the acceleration of the adoption rate caused by a drop 
in price will also correlate with the increasing prevalence of adopters in consumers local networks over time. 
Several approaches to the econometric identification of peer effects have been proposed in economics, sociology, 
marketing and information systems literatures including peer effects models, actor oriented models, instrumental 
variables methods based on natural experiments, dynamic matched sample estimation, structural models and ad hoc 
approaches based on specific data characteristics. Peer effects models and extended spatial autoregressive models 
capitalize on the idea that when local groups vary in size or structure, deviations from group means or particular 
structural configurations can, under certain assumptions, be identified using instrumental variables based on mean 
deviations or structural differences (Frank and Strauss 1986; Bramoulle et al. 2009; Kelejian and Prucha 1998; Lee 
2003, 2007; Oestreicher-Singer and Sundararajan 2008). Actor oriented models characterize the co-evolution of 
network structure and behavior by modeling micro decisions that simultaneously maximize behavioral and network 
utility functions, and estimate continuous time Markov models on panel network data using MCMC or other 
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simulated method of moments techniques (Snijders and Baerveldt 2003; Snijders et al. 2006). Instrumental variables 
based on natural experiments utilize ‘exogenous’ changes in some individuals’ utility or behavior to identify their 
influence on peers (Tucker 2008; Brock and Durlauf 2001; Sacerdote 2001). Dynamic matched sample estimation 
evaluates differences between matched samples conditioned on a vector of observable characteristics, behaviors and 
attributes to recover influence estimates that account for the homophily that may make behaviors cluster in networks 
even if no peer influence exits (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983; Hill et al. 2006; Aral et al. 2009). Structural models 
make assumptions about the specific form of the utility function that governs consumer choice, deriving 
identification conditions from those assumptions. Finally, ad hoc methods use the directionality of ties and changes 
in behaviors over time to corroborate causal interpretations of data (Christakis and Fowler 2007). 
Yet, although each of these approaches provides improvements over traditional statistical methods, they have 
important weaknesses. Assumptions justifying the exogeneity of instrumental variables based on group mean 
deviations or network structure are debated. Actor oriented models do not converge easily on networks of greater 
than a few hundred nodes and characterize the proportional contributions of link formation and influence to 
observed outcomes without establishing causality per se. Instrumental variables based on natural experiments are 
rarely completely exogenous typically because relationships reflect social choices that reveal individuals’ 
preferences. Dynamic matched sample estimation, although applicable to very large datasets, requires a substantial 
amount of data in the vector of observable characteristics to create robust matches. As the correlation of peer 
preferences can come from unobservables, this method can only really bound influence estimates from above (Aral 
et al.2009). Finally, it is difficult to establish the robustness of ad hoc methods with authority. 
Randomized trials are widely believed to be the most effective way to obtain unbiased estimates of peer effects and 
the logic of randomization is quite simple (Falk and Heckman 2009). If we are interested in estimating the expected 
average effect of a treatment on a population of individuals, we cannot observe the expected outcome for a subject 
in the treatment group had she not been treated. Since in reality most individuals exposed to a treatment typically 
differ from those who are not, comparing the treated to the untreated without random assignment of the treatment 
creates a selection bias that reflects differences in the potential untreated outcomes of treatment and comparison 
groups. Randomization solves this problem because individuals assigned to the treatment and control groups differ 
in expectation only through their exposure to the treatment (Duflo et al. 2006). Thus, if the potential outcomes of an 
individual are also unrelated to the treatment status of any other individual, we can estimate the causal parameter of 
interest for the treatment (this is known as the “Stable Unit Treatment Assumption,” see Angrist et al. 1996). If the 
randomized trial is correctly designed and implemented, it can be shown that simple OLS estimation provides 
unbiased estimates of the treatment that are internally valid (Duflo et al. 2006: 8). We designed our experiment to 
ensure randomized treatment assignment and took great care to establish that the potential outcomes of any 
individual were unrelated to the treatment status of any other individual. 
Experimental Design and Procedures 
We partnered with a firm that develops commercial applications hosted on Facebook.com to elicit data on the peer 
influence effects of enabling viral features. The application we studied allows users to share information and 
opinions about movies, actors, directors and the film industry in general. The firm designed multiple experimental 
versions of the application in which personalized invitations and notifications were either enabled or disabled, and 
randomly assigned adopting users to various experimental and control conditions. When a user adopted the 
application, they were randomly assigned to one of the two treatment conditions or the baseline control condition, 
and the application collected their personal attributes and preferences from their Facebook profiles, as well as data 
on their social networks and the personal attributes and preferences of their network neighbors.2  
The basic experimental design enabled experimental group users to use passive-broadcast and active-personalized 
viral messaging capabilities to exchange viral messages with their neighbors, while disabling these features for the 
baseline control group. The application then recorded data on the use of these viral features by experimental group 
users, as well as click stream data on recipient responses to viral messages, and their subsequent adoption and use of 
the application for all neighbors of experimental and control group users. When an individual adopted as a result or 
peer influence, their treatment status was also randomized to ensure that the Stable Unit Treatment Value 
Assumption held (Angrist et al. 1996). This facilitated analysis of the average treatment effect of enabling viral 
messaging capabilities on peer adoption and network propagation and allowed detailed analysis of the relative 
                                                          
2 While Facebook allows blocking access to profile data less than 2% of users alter default privacy settings (Gross et al. 2005). 
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effectiveness of different viral messaging channels, as well as exploration of the mechanisms by which a particular 
viral channel influenced recipient behavior. The two primary viral features that were implemented in the application 
and enabled or disabled for different experimental treatment conditions are described below.   
When enabled, notifications are generated automatically when an application user performs certain actions within 
the application, such as declaring a favorite movie or writing a movie review. When notifications are generated, they 
are distributed to a random subset of an application user’s peers and displayed in a status bar at the bottom of the 
peers’ Facebook environment. When a peer clicks on the notification, they are taken to an application canvas page 
where they are given the option to install the application. As no explicit action is necessary above and beyond the 
typical use of the application, notifications are classified as low effort on the activity dimension of the viral feature 
space. Furthermore, because notifications are randomly distributed to a Facebook user’s peers and are not 
accompanied by a personal message, they are classified as low personalization (broadcast) in the viral feature space. 
When enabled, invites allow an application user to send a personalized invitation to their Facebook peers, inviting 
them to install the application. A peer then receives the invitation in their Facebook inbox and may click on a 
referral link contained within the invitation. If they do, they are taken to the application canvas page where they are 
given the opportunity to install the application. As each invite requires a conscious and deliberate action on the part 
of the application user above and beyond typical application use, they are classified as higher effort (activity) than 
notifications in the viral feature space. Furthermore, because invites are targeted to specific Facebook peers and 
allow the inclusion of a personalized message, they are classified as higher in personalization than notifications.  
The experimental design consisted of three treatment groups into which adopters of the application were randomly 
assigned: baseline, passive-broadcast, active-personalized. Users assigned to the baseline group received a version 
of the application in which both notifications and invites were disabled. In the passive-broadcast group (passive), 
only notifications were enabled. In the active-personalized group (active), both notifications and invites were 
enabled. There were no other differences between baseline, passive and active applications. Throughout the 
experiment, each adopter was randomly assigned to a treatment group according to the following proportions: 5% to 
the Baseline Group, 47.5% to the Passive-Broadcast Group and 47.5% to the Active-Personalized Group. Detailed 
logs of user activity, adoption times, viral feature use, peer response, and user and peer profile data were recorded. 
At the launch of the experiment, an advertising campaign was designed in collaboration with a second Facebook 
advertising firm to recruit a population of application users. The advertising campaign was designed to reach a 
representative audience of Facebook users and advertisements were displayed to users through advertising space 
within other Facebook applications. The campaign was conducted in three waves throughout the duration of the 
experiment and cost a total of $6000 to recruit 9687 usable experimental subjects, or 62 cents per recruit3.  The 
number of impressions, clicks, and install responses to the recruitment campaign are displayed in Table 1. 
Table 1. Recruitment Statistics Describing the Initial Advertising Campaign 
Wave Impressions Clicks Advertising Related Installs Installs 
1 (Day 0) 18,264,600 12,334 3,072 3,714 
2 (Day 15) 20,912,880 25,709 2,619 3,474 
3 (Day 20) 19,957,640 7,624 3,219 4,039 
Total 59,135,120 45,667 8,910 11,227 
Measurement, Analysis and Results 
Data and Descriptive Statistics 
The randomized experiment was conducted over a 44 day period during which 9687 users adopted the application 
with 405 users randomly assigned to the baseline control group, 4600 users randomly assigned to the passive-
broadcast treatment group, and 4682 users randomly assigned to the active-personalized treatment group. Users in 
these groups collectively had 1.4M distinct peers in their local social networks and sent a total of 70,140 viral 
messages to their peers, resulting in 992 peer adoptions and 682 peer adoptions in direct response to viral messages. 
                                                          
3 The cost per recruited user is several times smaller than the cost-per-user associated with recruitment for lab-based 
experiments.  The low cost of recruitment makes online experiments an excellent source of experimental data. 
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Three main observations arise from consideration of the summary statistics of the resultant data displayed in Table 
2. 
Table 2. Summary Statistics and Mean Comparisons of Active, Passive and Baseline Users 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Baseline 
(N = 405) 
Passive 
(N = 4600) 
Active 
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***p<.001; **p<.05; *p<.10; † K-S Tests of Degree Distribution Differences: B-P: .04, p=.80, N.S.; B-A: .04, p=.79, N.S.; .01, p=.94, N.S. 
First, assignment to control and treatment groups was clearly random with no significant mean or distributional 
differences between users assigned to baseline, passive-broadcast, and active-personalized treatments in terms of 
their age, gender, network degree (the number of Facebook friends), and their number of Facebook wall posts, 
confirming the integrity of the randomization procedure. 
Second, while their demographics and Facebook activity patterns were the same, measures of peer response in the 
network neighborhoods of treated users differed significantly from control populations. T-tests show that the number 
and percentage of peer adopters in a user’s local network are significantly higher for treated populations than for the 
baseline population. The number of peer adopters in a treated user’s local network is roughly seven times greater for 
users that received the passive-broadcast treatment and ten times greater for users that received the active-
personalized treatment as compared to that of users that received the baseline treatment. Similarly, the percentage of 
adopters in a user’s local network is roughly 450% higher for users that received the passive-broadcast treatment and 
750% higher for users that received the active-personalized treatment than in the networks of users that received the 
baseline treatment. The time to the first adopter is roughly 200% shorter for users that received the passive-
broadcast treatment and roughly 300% shorter for users that received the active-personalized treatment as compared 
to users that received the baseline treatment. The average maximal distance in the social graph from a treated user to 
a peer adopter is approximately 360% greater for users that received the passive-broadcast treatment and 
approximately 450% greater for users that received the active-personalized treatment as compared to users that 
received the baseline treatment. These differences are all highly significant. 
Finally, average application activity is roughly 130% higher for users that received the passive-broadcast treatment 
and 140% higher for users that received the active-personalized treatment than for users that received the baseline 
treatment. Two possible mechanisms could explain this increase in treated user activity. First, it could be that a more 
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viral application is simply more interesting and that this directly drives increased application use. Alternatively, it 
could be that application virality encourages peers of adopters to join them in application use, creating a positive 
feedback loop that inspires users to use the application more when their friends are using it. We examine these 
explanations in depth in the following sections. 
Effects of Viral Product Design on Peer Influence and Social Contagion 
Our main statistical approach uses hazard modeling, which is the standard technique for assessing contagion in 
economics, marketing, and sociology literatures (e.g. Van den Bulte and Lilien 2001; Iyengar et al. 2009, 2010; Nam 
et al. 2009). This approach represents the hazard of adoption of individual i at time t as a function of individual 
characteristics and social influence: 
))(,)((),,,( tywtxfywxt jj iji ∑= βγλ , 
where )(tλ  represents the baseline hazard of adoption; )(txi  is a vector of variables unrelated to social influence 
that affect i’s adoption decision; itw  is the social exposure of i to peer j; )(ty j is the adoption status of peer j at 
time t; and γ  and β  are parameters to be estimated. 
Hazard rate models and binary choice models with duration dependence, which can be derived from utility theory 
and threshold based network models (Van den Bulte and Lilien 1999), are typically used to estimate such 
relationships (e.g. Van den Bulte and Lilien 2001; Manchanda et al. 2008). However, our circumstances require a 
slightly different approach as we are interested in estimating the treatment effects of randomly assigned viral 
features on the adoption of peers in the local networks of focal experimental and control users, rather than the effects 
of focal users’ social environments on their own adoption decisions. We therefore estimate the peer effects of the 
treatment ‘outward’ from an individual to their peers rather than estimating the effects of an individual’s social 
environment ‘inward’ on their own adoption hazard. Controlled “treatments” of each user’s social environment are 
too complex and costly and observation of the diffusion of the product requires estimation of the hazards of the 
adoption of peers, and of the subsequent adoption of peers of peers. An ‘inside-out’ strategy estimating the effects of 
treatment on adoption in a user’s social environment is therefore the most appropriate modeling approach. 
Our approach compares the hazards of adoption in the social environments of users treated with passive and active 
viral applications to the hazards of adoption in the social environments of users treated with the baseline application. 
The analysis involves “multiple failure time” data that frequently arise in biomedical investigations in which 
multiple failures can occur for the same subject over time (Holmberg 2002). We want to estimate the hazard of 
multiple occurrences of peer adoption in the local networks of treated and untreated users as a function of their 
exposure to different viral features. In multiple failure time data, failure times are correlated within cluster (in our 
case within users’ local networks), violating the independence of failure times assumption required in traditional 
survival analysis (Ezell et al. 2003). The simplest way to analyze multiple failure data is to examine ‘time to first 
event’ and several studies in the contagion literature take this approach (Iyengar et al. 2010). Other studies estimate 
the time to the first event and each subsequent event separately, which by construction assumes each sequential 
adoption event is equal and indistinguishable from the last (Anderson and Gill 1982). However, these specifications 
overlook potentially relevant data and fail to consider the cascading diffusion effects of multiple adoption events in a 
network, such as the presence of non-linear network effects or other non-linearities inherent in diffusion processes. 
We therefore employ a variance-corrected proportional hazards approach which adjusts the covariance matrix of the 
estimators in the model to account for the lack of independence among the multiple clustered failure times in the 
data, but allows the baseline hazards to vary by adoption event in order to account for the possibility that adoption 
hazards vary across stages of a diffusion process from first peer adopters to second peer adopters and so on. 
Failure times in our adoption data are ordered, meaning there is a natural sequential ordering of event times such 
that the time of the first adoption in a local network by definition precedes the time of the second adoption and so 
on. If ikt  is the adoption time for the kth adoption in i’s network, adoption times are sequential such that 1−≥ ikik tt . 
As we observe time stamped adoption of the application in minutes and seconds, our data are ordered sequentially 
and no two events happen at the same time. As the social process of contagion can be affected by prior adoptions in 
a local network, for instance if network externalities are present, we assume that the baseline hazard function varies 
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over adoption occurrences, such that it differs from first adoption to second adoption to third adoption and so forth. 
We therefore estimate the following variance-corrected stratified proportional hazards model: 
βλλ kiXkkik etXt )(),( 0=  , 
where stratification occurs over the K adoption events, )(0 tkλ  represents the baseline hazard of the kth adoption 
event (i’s kth friend adopting); kiX  
represents a vector of covariates affecting the adoption of i’s neighbors 
(including i’s viral treatment status (active, passive or baseline), a measure of i’s level of activity on the application 
(Application Activity), peer notifications sent (Notifications), and invites sent (Invites); and β  is a vector of 
unknown parameters to be estimated (Prentice et al. 1981). We assume i’s kth friend does not adopt until their 1−k  
friend adopts as this is the case for all our data. Therefore the conditional risk set at time t for event k consists of all 
subjects under observation at time t who have experienced a 1−k  adoption event (Cleves 1999). We estimate β  
using standard maximum likelihood estimation and adjust the covariance matrix to account for non-independence 
across individuals i using the following robust covariance matrix: 
11 −− ′= GIGIV  
where G  is a matrix of group efficient residuals. Results are presented in Table 3. 
Table 3: Variance-Corrected Proportional Hazards of Contagion in Networks of Baseline, Passive and 
Active Treatment Groups 
 1 2 3 4 
 Hazard Ratio Hazard Ratio Hazard Ratio Hazard Ratio 
Viral State = Passive 3.46*** (1.18) 3.35*** (1.15) 2.50** (.86) 2.51** (.86) 
Viral State = Active 4.44*** (1.64) 4.21*** (1.56) 3.33*** (1.24) 3.31*** (1.24) 
Application Activity  1.02*** (.004) 1.02*** (.003) 1.02*** (.003) 
Notifications   1.02*** (.002) 1.02*** (.002) 
Invites    1.06** (.028) 
Log Likelihood -4694.359 -4631.795 -4544.845 -4542.577 
X2 (d.f) 19.3*** (2) 57.4*** (3) 299*** (4) 308*** (5) 
Observations 3929 3929 3929 3929 
Notes: ***p<.001; **p<.05; *p<.10; 
Table 3, Model 1 displays the average treatment effects of passive-broadcast and active-personalized viral 
treatments on peer influence and social contagion in the local networks of treated users above and beyond control 
group users who received the baseline application. Results indicate that users of the passive-broadcast application 
experienced a 246% increase in the rate of application adoption by peers compared to the baseline group, while 
active-personalized users experienced a 344% increase, demonstrating that inclusion of viral features creates peer 
influence and social contagion. Models 2-4 decompose the variance in local network adoption rates explained by 
these treatments by estimating how intermediate variables such as overall application activity, notifications and 
invites explain the resultant increases in peer adoption. For example Model 3 shows that a significant amount of the 
treatment effects are explained by correlated increases in users’ use of the application and the viral messages their 
use generates. Users assigned to passive-broadcast and active-personalized applications use their applications more 
and send more messages (invites and notifications) that generate greater peer adoption in their local networks. 
Model 4 reveals that invites have a greater marginal impact on the adoption rate of peers than notifications. One 
additional personal invite increases the rate of peer adoption by 6%, while one additional notification increases the 
rate of peer adoption by 2% on average, confirming that more personalized active features have a greater marginal 
impact on the rate of peer adoption per message than passive broadcast features. Model 4 also demonstrates that 
variance explained by invitations only reduces the marginal effect of the active-personalized treatment variable and 
not the passive-broadcast treatment variable, which is what one would expect given the active-personalized 
treatment includes invitation capabilities while the passive-broadcast treatment does not. 
The click stream data confirm these results. Table 4 displays the number of invitations and notifications sent, the 
responses to those messages that resulted in click through installations of the application and the resultant adoption 
rate per message (a proxy for the effectiveness of each type of message). Invitations, which require the most effort 
by the user and which are targeted specifically to recipients chosen by the user, are the least used but the most 
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effective per message in creating peer influence and social contagion. Notifications, which require the least effort 
and are automatically sent to randomly selected peers, generate the most messages, but are also the least effective 
per message. These results confirm the main finding findings of the study: viral product design features do in fact 
generate econometrically identifiable peer influence and social contagion effects. Features that require more activity 
on the part of the user and are more personalized to recipients create greater marginal increases in the likelihood of 
adoption per message, but also generate fewer messages resulting in less total peer adoption in the network.  
Table 4: Click Stream Analysis of Responses to Viral Messages and Adoption 
 Messages Sent 




Invitations 160 16 .10 
Notifications 69980 666 .001 
Figures 2a) and 2b) plot the cumulative peer adoptions and the fractions of adopters in the local networks of 
baseline, passive and active treatment users, while 2d) plots the Kaplan-Meier survival estimates for baseline, 
passive and active treatments respectively. These graphs confirm that viral feature design has an economically 
significant impact on the diffusion of product adoption. Figure 2c) shows that treated users also use the application 
more than baseline users, which suggests that a positive feedback loop may be driving social contagion. 
 
Figure 2: Plots a) the cumulative number of peer adoptions, b) the fraction of susceptible peer adopters, c) the 
average activity, and d) the Kaplan-Meier Survival Estimates over time for baseline, active and passive users. 
Positive Feedback – Mechanisms Driving Social Contagion 
Results of hazard models present strong evidence of social contagion effects caused by viral product design features. 
However, several social processes could underlie the dramatic impact of viral features. For instance, network 
externalities could generate a positive feedback loop of use and additional peer adoption (Van den Bulte and 
Stremersch 2004). It could also be that the features themselves may make the application more interesting and drive 
application use and peer adoption. We investigate alternate social explanations by examining relationships between 
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application features, activity and use, and application diffusion. Table 5 presents results estimating how these factors 
correlate with the number of peer adopters, diffusion depth and the user activity on the application.  
Model 1 corroborates hazard rate estimates of social contagion. Controlling for user degree, passive-broadcast and 
active-personalized application users have significantly higher numbers of adopters in their local networks above 
and beyond the excluded baseline control group. Model 2 shows that these relationships hold when controlling for 
overall Facebook activity, which is expected since randomization ensures Facebook activity is constant across 
treatment and control groups. Model 3 demonstrates the importance of user application activity levels in explaining 
the number of peer adopters and shows that a primary channel through which treatments affect local peer adoption is 
through the viral messaging capabilities themselves. When notifications and invites variables are added to the 
regressions, they explain a significant amount of the variance originally attributed to the treatment effects, 
demonstrating that the viral features are actually driving treatment effects on peer adoption. Results in Model 3 also 
corroborate hazard model estimates, confirming that invitations have a higher marginal impact on peer adoption than 
notifications. Invitations are three times more effective per message than notifications in inspiring peer adoption on 
average. Models 4-6 confirm that the same pattern of results holds when estimating the depth of the contagion – how 
far out the product diffuses from control and treatment users. Active-personalized and passive-broadcast treatments 
significantly increase average diffusion depth, and these effects are again explained by application activity and the 
viral features themselves (Model 6). Finally, Models 7-10 examine how these factors explain application activity. Is 
it that the viral state of the application itself makes it more interesting, or rather is there a positive feedback loop that 
accelerates contagion? When the viral states are entered into the regression they significantly predict application 
activity in the expected directions and magnitudes across active-personalized and passive-broadcast application 
users when compared to the baseline (Model 7). However, when the number of peer adopters is entered into the 
analysis, these relationships disappear completely (Model 9). To confirm that it is not simply the utility from being 
“able to notify or invite friends” but rather friends’ actual adoption driving users’ activity, Model 10 controls for 
these factors and demonstrates that the more their peers adopt the application, the more users use the application. 
Evidence of a strong correlation between the number of adopter friends and application use suggest that a positive 
feedback loop exists that accelerates contagion. 
Conclusion 
We examined how firms can create word of mouth peer influence and social contagion by incorporating viral 
features into the design of their products. We presented a theory of viral product design based on a simple proposed 
space of viral product features that corresponds to predictions about how users will use different features and how 
effective they will be in generating peer influence and social contagion. We designed and conducted a randomized 
field experiment testing the effectiveness of passive-broadcast and active-personalized viral messaging capabilities 
in creating peer influence and social contagion among the 1.4 million friends of 9,687 experimental users of 
Facebook.com. Utilizing a customized commercial Facebook application to observe user behavior, communications 
traffic and the peer influence effects of different viral product design choices, we showed that viral product features 
can in fact generate econometrically identifiable peer influence and social contagion effects. Features that require 
more activity on the part of the user and are more personalized to recipients create greater marginal increases in the 
likelihood of adoption per message, but generate fewer total messages creating countervailing effects on peer 
influence. On average, passive-broadcast viral messaging capabilities, which are less personalized but also require 
less user effort, generated a 246% increase in local peer influence and contagion effects over a baseline model in 
which viral messaging is disabled. Adding active-personalized viral messaging capabilities, which are more 
personalized but require more user effort, generates an additional 98% increase in local peer influence and contagion 
effects over the passive-broadcast model. Analysis showed that initial peer adoptions in users’ local networks drive a 
viral feedback loop that accelerates contagion. The results shed light on how viral products can be designed to 
generate social contagion and how randomized trials can be used to identify peer influence in social networks. 
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Table 5. Drivers of Application Diffusion 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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R2 .006 .007 .16 .004 .007 .09 .002 .003 .07 .14 
Observations 8910 5766 5766 6310 5766 5766 6310 5766 5766 5766 
Notes: ***p<.001; **p<.05; *p<.10. These models are estimated with OLS regression. 
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